In this paper we deal with shortest paths in the context of urban passenger mobility. In particular, we present a novel shortest path algorithm on multimodal networks, where the objective function may consist of different components, such as monetary cost, time and discomfort paid by users when changing modality. The key feature of the proposed algorithm is that it focuses on the modal change nodes and forces as much as possible routings through those nodes that could be profitably selected as commuting points. Since modal change nodes play a relevant role in the choice of the route, we evaluate the performance of such nodes with the aim of increasing their attractiveness, thus minimizing the generalized cost of the multimodal routes. The underlying model fits in the class of multi -weighted graph approach, where here weights are associated with both arcs and nodes of the multimodal digraph. Results of a computational experimentation aimed at validating the proposed algorithm with different sized multimodal networks are reported, together with a case study related to the city of Genoa, Italy. Finally, a sensitivity analysis on the arc weight is performed, and related preliminary computational results are given.
Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Dijkstra (1959) , shortest paths have been the subject of many research projects regarding passenger's itineraries. In particular, multimodal networked systems, which consist of the transportation of one or several passengers with different modes during the same itinerary, have been widely studied in the recent literature, especially referring to urban mobility. In fact, multimodal transportation is now widely accepted for urban transportation as a necessary alternative to the exclusive use of private vehicles (Mote, Murthy and Olson, 1991; Modesti and Sciomachen, 1998; Ambrosino and Sciomachen, 2006; Bielli and Ottomelli, 2006; Papinski, Scott and Doherty, 2009; Gräbener, Berro and Duthen, 2010; Artigues et al., 2013) .
In multimodal transportation network models usually the set of nodes is partitioned according to the available travelling modes; arcs linking nodes of different modes are called transfer arcs. Note that, in urban networks, some sequences of travelling modes constituting a path can be infeasible in practice.
The costs of multimodal itineraries are given by the cost of the path related to each modality plus the cost implied by the change of modality, that is the weight of the transfer arcs. From a user point of view, multimodal itineraries have higher monetary and time costs due to the change of modality; some discomfort has to be considered too. On the other hand, some travelling costs can be reduced since economies of scales can be obtained when using different modalities, especially those related to the mass transit, that is shared modalities, which allow multiple transfers with a single carrier. Usually, mass transit modalities allow a great cost saving; however, they not always can reach all nodes within the considered networks.
Planning multimodal routes can be hence a quite complex task; in particular, there is the need of establishing the proper sequence of travelling modes and commuting points that could allow advantages for the users.
Most of the existing methods for dealing with shortest paths in multimodal networks have the limitation of not properly focusing on the modal change nodes, which, however, play a relevant role in the computation of shortest paths and, in general, in the overall planning of the whole network infrastructures. For instance, Mote, Murthy and Olson (1991) presented a shortest paths algorithm based on two optimality criteria for the objective function in the computation of urban shortest paths, while in Modesti and Sciomachen (1998) the search for the shortest paths is based on the evaluation of a utility function defined by a weighted sum of modal characteristics of a path, considering also the users' perception. Mode dependent travelling times are considered in the shortest path computation by Ziliaskopoulos and Wardell (2000) . The computation of viable paths, that is paths that satisfy some constraints on the sequence of the selected travelling modes, is considered in Lozano and Storchi (2001) . In Bielli and Ottomelli (2006) a geographical system for advising drivers and providing them useful information along the optimal route is presented. Moreover, Gräbener, Berro and Duthen (2010) focus on the Pareto optimal solutions derived from the time dependent multi-objective path problems in urban multimodal networks. Very recently, Artigues et al. (2013) propose efficient bi-directional label setting algorithms for passenger mobility in multimodal networks.
The algorithmic framework proposed in the present paper relies on a multimodal network model in which weights counted in the objective function are associated with both arcs and nodes; in particular, weights on the nodes allow to take into a proper account user preferences, depending on circumstances, concerning time or money spent, pollution, number of changes, etc. The algorithm here described is mainly though for passenger mobility but it can be also applied to any kind of multimodal networks. More precisely, the main goal of the proposed approach is to find least cost origin -destination (o-d) multimodal itineraries forcing as much as possible routings through those nodes that could be profitably selected as commuting points. Note that modal change nodes cannot be selected arbitrary in correspondence with any node of the network, as it is done for instance in Horn (2003) .
Our proposed network model fits in the class of multi-weighted graph approach, that has been fruitfully extensively used in the literature, especially considering bi-criteria shortest path algorithms, in which the considered weights are monetary cost and time (Mote et al., 1991; Modesti and Sciomachen, 1998; MullerHannemann and Weihe, 2006; Soroush, 2008; Tarapata, 2007) .
Further, we analyse how the proposed approach is sensitive to any type of data update concerning the network; in particular, we consider some perturbation of the arc weights, such as travel time changes over a day due to a variation of the traffic congestion. This sort of sensitivity analysis is particularly useful in the knowledge of what is the role that the information provided to users play in the decision makers' choice of the travelling modality.
Some approaches have been proposed in the literature for the shortest path problem with time varying but deterministic arc weights (see, for example, Mahamassani, 1993, and Wardell, 2000) ; an efficient algorithm that allows time adaptive choice on the basis of random travel times is presented in Miller-Hook and Mahamassani (2003) , while in Opasanon and Miller-Hook (2006) exact algorithms for multi criteria adaptive shortest path problems having also stochastic and time varying arc weights are presented.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the multimodal urban network model under consideration, together with its cost and attributes. The proposed shortest path algorithmic framework is presented in Section 3. Results of the performed computational experimentation are reported in Section 4. In Section 5 some considerations about a sensitivity analysis due to a perturbation in the arc weights are presented. Finally, in Section 6 some conclusions are given and research perspectives are outlined.
The multimodal network
In order to represent the main features of multimodal route problems, we have to deal with models able to include all the parameters that can impact on the corresponding decisional process. Thus a digraph G = (V, A, M, R, C, I, D) with the following specifications is considered. weight that decision makers assign to the r-th evaluation criterion c(i,j) t,r ∈ C cost for travelling arc (i,j) ∈ A with modality t according to decisional criterion r τ(i) ab,r ∈ I cost to be paid by users for moving from modality a to modality b at modal change node i ∈ N according to a given decisional criterion r k j time spent for the transition time component j f j different fees involved when changing modality z (o,d) cost number of users queuing at node i∈ N p i weight representing the discomfort penality at node i∈ N x i,t number of nodes that can be reached from i without any modal or carrier change u(*) upper bounds of the connectivity, reachability, waiting time (*) attributes l(*) lower bounds of the connectivity, reachability, waiting time (*) attributes V defines, as usual, relevant locations or switching points within the network. Great attention will be devoted to those nodes that can be modal change locations. Our goal is to promote multimodal paths, when it is possible, to get some money or time savings with respect to the corresponding mono-modal path. We have to consider that, generally, users don't like to change modality more than once within the same route; in fact, modal changes are perceived "uncomfortable" by users and usually have considerable transition costs associated with them.
Note that multimodal networks are characterized by weights on both arcs and nodes, thus being able to represent utility or disutility, costs and revenues, in using different nodes that could be the selected ones as commuting points.
Decisional criteria of set R are used to evaluate different trips in the multimodal network. In particular, in this work we consider the following specification of element r ∈ R: r = 1, related to the traveling time; r = 2, concerning the monetary cost; r = 3, related to some discomfort factors, like, for instance, weather conditions.
For computing the travelling cost of an o-d path we refer to the notation introduced above; note that, every element of C is then a |M| × |R| matrix, expressing the travelling costs of arc (i,j) using modality t, according to evaluation criterion r. Every element of I is a matrix too. In fact, the weight associated with each node of N represent the transition cost, that is the charge due when moving from one modality to another.
Moreover, in this paper we use a weighted value ω r for each criterion of R, such that , for being able to represent the user preferences.
The generalized cost function c(o,d) t of an o-d path travelled with modality t, ∀t∈M, is then computed as follows:
We legitimately assume that c(o,d)t is a linear function. Moreover, we take into account the generalized cost τ(i)ab that has to be paid when changing modality at modal change node i ∈ N. Of course, different meanings associated with the r-component of the transition costs can be taken into account; we consider the transition time, the monetary cost and a discomfort component.
Let us hence express the generalized transition cost at modal change i as:
We fix τ(i) ab = +∞, ∀ i ∉ N, that is we assume that a change of modality is not allowed anywhere. Moreover, τ(i) ab = +∞ if at node i∈N it is not possible to change from modality a to modality b. This condition seems to be realistic for several kinds of multimodal networks. For instance, this is the case of freight logistic networks, since container handling is only possible at a proper distripark; the same problem arises in data transfer networks, where the protocol translation can be done only at the switching points; furthermore, we can assume a similar condition in the case of urban intermodal networks, where the issue is finding free and legal car parks in coincidence with metro or bus stations.
When users reach a modal change node, the corresponding transition time is given by: τ(i) ab,1 = .
In particular, we assume to have three different components (i.e. s=3) specifying: i) the time spent for finding a free and legal parking; ii) the walking time required for reaching the closest train / bus stop; iii) the waiting time at the bus stop or train station. In particular, k 1 is a function consisting of two components, such that k 1 = k 1 (ϕ) + ε, where k 1 (ϕ) is a deterministic part, that is computed as a function of the flow ϕ through node i ∈ N. ε is a stochastic deviation, since drivers don't know exactly the time required for looking for an available car park and reaching it once they arrived at the modal change node; k 2 is a deterministic value that depends on the distance between the parking zone and the chosen terminal of the mass transit network; k 3 , as k 1 , consists of two components, that is k 3 = k 3 (φ) + η, where k 3 (φ) is a deterministic part, established on the basis of the computed frequency φ of the related mass transit mean. η is a stochastic deviation, taking into account possible delays. Note that the value of k 3 is strongly affected by the kinds of networks under consideration and the travelling conditions. Further, since different fees are involved when changing modality, we assume that the corresponding For instance, we consider the parking fee and the bus ticket. Finally, some discomfort components counts for an incremental percentage of the costs, as in the case of bad weather, unreliability or absence of information about available connections. Let us hence assume that the discomfort components is given by: τ(i) ab,3 = p i τ(i) ab,1, where the discomfort penality p i ranges in [0,1], depending on the type and location of node i ∈ N.
Readers can note that the travelling cost, that is our objective function, of a multimodal o-d path is easily obtained by combining (1) and (2); in particular, the cost function z(o,d) for any considered o-d path travelled with modality t from the origin node o, commuting to modality v at modal change node i and reaching from there the destination node d is given by (3):
Attributes of modal change nodes
Set D contains the measure of the chosen qualitative characteristics of the available transport modalities. Indeed, a part from the time and cost, other factors can be considered as well, such as the queuing time due congestion, that is usually perceived worse than the travelling time. Another criterion can be to consider primary and secondary modal change nodes, as they have been introduced in Ambrosino and Sciomachen (2006) , defined as modal change nodes within urban transportation networks that guarantee very easy connections to the mass transit transportation network from the private one.
We think that for the present decisional process it is relevant to evaluate the modal change nodes from a structural point of view, that is to verify their connection capability, for instance to the mass transit network from the restricted one.
The connectivity attribute α i gives a measure of how a given modal change node i ∈ N is connected to the other nodes of the network; α i is hence given by the average ratio between the number x i,t of nodes that can be reached from i without any modal or carrier change over the nodes of V for each modality, as follows:
Obviously, α i ranges in (0,1]; higher is its value better is the connection to the other nodes. Indeed, we can expect that the most useful nodes to be considered as commuting points are the best connected ones. Frequently, as in the case of passengers' mobility, the connectivity index is computed for evaluating the goodness of the connection between the restricted modality, that is chosen at the origin node, and the mass transit one, that can be selected for arriving at the destination node. We implement this idea in the proposed algorithm.
The reachability attribute β i concerns the distance from all nodes in V to node i, ∀ i ∈ N; β i hence gives a measure of how easily a modal change node can be reached by the other nodes of the network, by using all the available transport modalities. Thus, the reachability is given by the average distances between every node and the selected one as follows:
where d jit is set to a predefined value greater than the longest path distance in the urban network under consideration if it is not possible to go from node j to node i with modality t. Note that index β i is relevant when choosing the commuting points. Indeed, proceeding backward from the destination, we can expect that the most useful nodes to be considered as commuting points are those with the best accessibility. We implement this idea in the proposed algorithm.
The queuing time attribute χ i ; at node i ∈ N is given by the product between the average waiting time Wq i and the number Lq i of users queuing at node i as:
Usually, the queuing time is considered unproductive and users try to avoid it, even if the optimal solution may include it. Remember that set D is a component of the network model G and it is defined a priori at the beginning of the process; therefore, users don't know exactly the queuing time associated with the modal change nodes. In particular, value χ i is not a function cost, but an expectation that users have about node i on the basis of the available information.
As previously described, the selection of the modal change nodes is our main issue in finding the best multimodal itinerary. We suppose that users don't know the effective generalized cost function associated with the commuting nodes and thus make their choice in low information conditions. In fact, when users reach a modal change node, they know the available connections from such a node to the others but can only suppose the average waiting time. We will see in the next paragraph how decision maker uses the above information in the choice of the modal change node.
THE PROPOSED MULTIMODAL SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
The present algorithm is a heuristic approach to the problem of finding optimal o-d paths in multimodal networks. For each desired o-d pair of nodes, the algorithm looks for the best possible modal change nodes and computes the corresponding minimum cost path, selecting such nodes as commuting points. In particular, we first compute the shortest o-d paths by looking for the best performing modal change nodes from both the origin node, moving forward, and the destination one, moving backward; successively, the possible shortest path connecting the so identified modal change nodes is computed.
We based our computations on a labelling algorithm, like the Dijkstra's algorithm (1959), but any of the classical shortest path algorithms proposed in literature can be used as well. Our goal is to compute multimodal o-d paths in a reasonable amount of CPU time, without having the need of verifying exhaustively every possible o-d multimodal connections. Note that in order to be able to select the subset of modal change nodes, the computation of all air o-d paths is required.
Before running the algorithm, the decision maker defines the upper and lower bounds of the attributes defined above; such bounds will establish suitable values of the corresponding attribute that enable node i ∈ N to be considered as modal change node in the search for the shortest path. Therefore, if i ∈ N and l d (*) ≤ * i ≤ u d (*), (* = α, β, χ), then node i will be added to the set of possible candidate commuting points.
We assume that attributes α i , β i , χ i are already known at the beginning of the algorithm ∀i ∈ N; in particular, the connection and accessibility attributes require a computation phase, according to (4) and (5), respectively, while we consider given the average waiting time defined in (6).
Once the allowable range of the values of the attributes are established in the initialization phase, the following steps are executed for each pair of o-d nodes.
Step 1. The shortest o-d path starting from the given origin node is computed. The selection process of the modal change nodes occurs within the labeling phase of the algorithm. In particular, at each iteration, if the selected node is a modal change one, the values of its attributes are analyzed; if they fit into the allowable ranges, then the node is considered as a possible commuting node. Let Ω be the set of the selected modal change nodes. The algorithm stops as soon as k ≤ n reachable modal change nodes are positively evaluated, or there is no any other node to select as candidate modal change one. Note that the algorithm is executed for every modality available from o.
Step 2. The shortest path algorithm on G -1 , that is reversing the oriented arcs of A and taking the destination node as starting node, is executed; then, we proceed as before until k modal change nodes are selected. Let Δ be the set of the selected modal change nodes starting from d. As before, the algorithm is executed for every modality available from d.
Step 3. The shortest path algorithm is executed for every pairs of selected modal change nodes having origin in Ω and destination in Δ with all the feasible travelling modalities. Note that, since we are considering urban transportation network, only the mass transit modality is available for any path between Ω and Δ.
Step 4. The shortest o-d path, either mono or multi modal one, is returned. Note that, considering the multi objective nature of the problem, in this phase any cost comparison has to be made looking at the generalized cost function z (o,d) given in (3). Further, in equation (3) the generalized cost components are computed by treating equally the cost and time evaluation criteria.
Just to give an idea of how the proposed algorithm works, let us have a look at Figure 1 , where sets Ω and Δ identified at Steps 1 and 2, respectively, are reported. Modal change nodes have been selected according to the allowable range of the values of the attributes established in the initialization phase; in particular, we set the lower bound of the connectivity and reachability attributes to 40%, and the waiting time from 0 to 8 minutes.
In Steps 1 and 2 the proposed algorithm selects only two of three possible modal change nodes (depicted in bold) since the value of at least one attribute of the other one does not satisfy the given lower bounds. In Step 3 2×2 shortest multimodal paths from Ω to Δ are hence computed. Finally, in Step 4 the generalized cost function of the following paths are compared: o-2- 13-d / o-2-16-d / o-3-13-d / o-3-16-d . Note that the given network refers to a urban multimodal network; therefore, paths from o are computed by considering the restricted modality, i.e. private car, while paths from d are on a mass transit modality. 
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTATION
The proposed computational experiments are split into three parts. In the first part a massive number of trials with randomly generated instances is used as a test bed for verifying both the goodness of the solutions and the CPU time. Successively, we test the algorithm with the data coming from an example derived from the recent literature. Finally, we apply our algorithm to an urban passenger transportation network related to the central area of the city of Genoa, Italy. The algorithm has been implemented in C++ and has been executed on a 3200 Mhz dual core with 512 Mb RAM platform
Experiments with randomly generated instances
We first test our algorithm with several randomly generated multimodal graphs; in particular, we compare the resulting solutions with the optimal ones, obtained by computing exhaustively every o-d shortest path pairs with the Warshall -Floyd algorithm, and their generalized cost z(o,d) obtained by equation (3). The graphs have been randomly generated on the basis of a "config" file that defines their required options.
In Table 1 we report the computational results related to instances of different sizes. Each entry of Table 1 is the average value of the objective function (3) computed on the basis of 100 different randomly generated graphs of the same size. Values in column "Optimality gap" have been obtained as the difference between the optimal value of the generalized cost (3) found with the exhaustive algorithm and the solution found by our algorithm. Note that, on average, if the solution is not the optimal one, the optimality gap is only about 6.75%; more precisely, in at most 35% instances the non optimal paths are averagely between 5% and 8.5% more expensive than the optimal solutions. In fact, the proposed algorithm was able to find the optimal solution in a very high percentage of cases.
As far as the CPU time is concerned, we can note that, while the CPU time of the exact algorithm grows very quickly (column CPU exhaustive), our algorithm (column CPU) reaches the solution in a very small limited CPU time; in particular, the CPU time is relatively low despite the loss in term of optimality gap, that in any case is more than acceptable. Figure 2 . The multimodal network has 21 nodes and 51 arcs; travel arcs refer to three different modalities, that is bus, metro and private. Node 0 is the origin, while node 20 is the destination. Note that in Lozano and Storchi (2001) the results are a solution set, that is the final selection of the path is left to the users depending on their preference about cost and number of modal transfers. Figure 2 . The multimodal network derived from Lozano and Storchi (2001) By running the proposed algorithm with the same specification as before, we found two shortest paths, having cost 63 and 55, respectively. Details of such paths are reported in Table 2 , in the first two rows. Readers can note that the first path is a mono-modal path, while the second one requires one modal change, that occurs at node 8. The last row of Table 2 gives another path, whose cost is better than the previous ones; this path is the other nondominated path found in Lozano and Storchi (2001) , together with the other two also found in our case. However, the third path of Table 2 is not considered by our algorithm since it is composed of one private, one bus and one metro subpath, thus involving 2 modal transfers, that are not admitted by our algorithm due to the higher resulting value of the foreseen waiting time at the modal change nodes. Table 2 . Optimal paths on the multimodal network of Figure 2 
The multimodal transportation network of the central area of the city of Genoa
We now show the application of the algorithm to the transportation network of the central area of the city of Genoa, Italy, covering a linear extension of about 5 kilometers. The center of this city is characterized by narrow streets, and the private transportation demand is largely higher compared to the offer given by the private transportation network.
We look for the best multimodal solution for the most frequent paths in the o-d matrix, related to a morning rush time from 6.30 to 9.30. The urban network model G has the following characteristics: m = 56, n = 46, |A| = 1141, whose 997 arcs refer to the mass transit modalities, that in turn consists of a multimodal network, since it is split into bus, subway, train, elevator and cableway connections. We focus on the most relevant origin nodes in terms of traffic flow (nodes 1-DiNegro, 42-Brignole and 56-Foce), since they represent the access to the centre for drivers coming from the west, east and north side of the city, respectively. The most frequent destinations are the nodes in the centre of the town (nodes 18-Corvetto and 36-DeFerrari) where it is concentrated the commercial heart of the city.
We are able to compute the best multimodal solutions for these pairs of nodes considering all the possible mass transit modalities. The proposed algorithm returns the optimal solutions in 5 cases over 6. The solutions are the set of shortest paths computed considering the private, mass transit and pedestrian modalities, together with the multimodal ones.
Let us now spend few words about the cost related to such paths and give a short comment about the selected paths, following the algorithm step by step, thus being part of the modal change nodes choice procedure.
As in the case of random instances, before running the algorithm we fix the connectivity and attractiveness values of the modal change nodes to be in the range from 40% to 100%, while the waiting time is between 0 and 8 minutes. In Tables 3-8 we present the values of the most relevant o-d shortest paths, both from west and east side to the centre, and vice versa; in all tables, column headings are as follows: columns "Ω" and "Δ"represent the possible modal change nodes from the origin and the destination nodes, respectively, in the considered path; the remaining columns report the total cost and the cost related to the corresponding modality, including the walking time. Table 3 reports the information about path from node 1 to node 18; we can see that the best suggested solution is to use the private modality to node 6 and then take the bus. Note that the same solution is found by the exact algorithm. In the case of the path from node 56 to node 18, synthesized in Table 4 , the solution found by our algorithm is optimal too. Note that even if node 56 is a modal change node, it has been discarded by the algorithm due to its bad attributes; in this case, the modal change node is 27.
A different situation arises for the path from node 42 to node 18, reported in Table 5 , where nodes 42 and 18 are both modal change nodes not discarded by the algorithm. The optimal path is a mono modal one.
Analyzing the paths described in Tables 6, 7 and 8, having as destination node 36, we can observe that in all cases node 6 plays a strategic role for reaching the center of the town. In case of path 1-36 the reported solution is the optimal one. The path from 56 to 36 is the only case in which the solution found by the algorithm is not optimal. In fact, the algorithm, in the selection phase of the modal change nodes, discards node 14, that is instead the optimal one, and selects node 27 as commuting point. Note that our algorithm does not consider node 14 due to his low connectivity value, since just few bus lines cross this node.
Note that the generalized cost function (3) of the optimal o-d path is 14.49 minutes, while the solution found by our algorithm requires 16.29 minutes, that is 12.4% more than the optimal one. The last analyzed path is from node 42 to node 36. In this case, both nodes are modal change nodes selected by the algorithm, but the optimal path includes node 27 as modal change one. 
STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION WITH PERTURBATION OF THE ARC WEIGHTS
As a final validation of the proposed algorithm, we test the stability of the founded optimal solutions in the presence of noise in the data, in particular of the weight of the arc set A. In fact, considering the technical difficulties usually encountered in getting precise data, in particular information about data flows, it is important that the algorithm is stable enough to allow to find good solutions also when a high data accuracy level cannot be guaranteed.
For this purpose, we implemented a random noise generator that perturbed the arc costs. More precisely, we implemented the function "addNoise X" that adds to the arc weights a perturbation up to X% of the corresponding given input value; that is every arc cost has been modified up to the defined percentage of noise before running again the shortest path algorithm.
The following results show that the algorithm has a good tolerance to the noise. The main reason is that the node selection at Steps 1 and 2 is done also on the basis of the qualitative information about the structural characteristics of the same nodes. Table 9 reports the synthesis of our computational results relative to different levels of noise on different kinds of randomly generated graphs.
Noise # optimal solutions (%) Optimality gap (%)
5%
100% 0% 10% 90% 3.52% 15% 90% 3.52% 20% 80% 5.23% 25% 75% 6.21% Table 9 . Percentage of optimal solution in presence of perturbation on the arc cost Each row of Table 9 reports the average value of 10 different networks, two for each type given in Table 1 for every noise level, and the corresponding comparison with the solution obtained with the exact algorithm without any noise. We can see that results are very good up to 15% of noise, while starting from a 20% noise level, the solution's reliability degenerates quickly.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLINES FOR FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we have presented an algorithm for finding optimal paths in multimodal networks having weights on both arcs and nodes. The algorithm shown very good performances both in terms of CPU time and optimality gap, and it is able to find modal change nodes when such nodes are well connected to the other modalities. In the next future we plan to be able to include weights in the objective function taking into account different user perceptions and evaluation criteria. Further, stochastic and time varying aspects should be deeply investigated. The application under consideration was urban passenger mobility, but we believe that the proposed algorithm can be easily updated to be useful for different kinds of multimodal networks.
